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1. INTRODUCTION

A tainter gate is a commonly used hydraulic structure for

navigation and flood control projects. Their analysis and design by

the Corps of Engineers is largely performed by hand calculations and

very special purpose computer programs. Although this has been the

accepted procedure in the past, it nevertheless retains several serious

deficiencies. Among these are:

i. The hand analysis calculations are highly time consuming,

tedious, repetitive, and costly. As such, they tL-nd to restrain new

and innovative design concepts due to the high cost of doing something

different.

2. These computer programs are highly specialized to analyze a

"standard" configuration of tainter gate. They do not permit a great

deal of variation from the standard gate and, consequently, also restrain

new and innovative design concepts.

3. Both hand and computer analysis procedures are based upon

highly approximate simplifications of the tainter gate structure's

behavior. For example, several plane frame and localized analyses are

performed to determine the force distributions throughout a complex space

frame. Although this was en acceptable procedure in the past, especially

in view of the lack of alternative procedures, this is no longer the

case as will be described in this report.

4. These special purpose computer programs do not now perform design.

Instead, design is performed by hand, and for the large number of members
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and design loading conditions, hand design becomes highly time

consuming and costly.

It is not the intent of this report to suggest that the use of

hand calculations and special purpose programs should be abandoned.

On the contrary, it is intended to describe end recommend the use of

an alternate analysis and design process to more ist-effectively

utilize existing procedures, while at the same time permitting greater

exercise of engineering judgement, design decisions, and innovation in

the tainter gate design process. The ultimate goals, of course, are

to increase the reliability and accuracy of the final design, improve

gate performance, and minimize both design and constructed cost of gates.

The procedures described in this and a companion report(l) describe

a procedure for computer-aided analysis and design of tainter gates

using the ICES STRUDL 11(7) computer system. This procedure will permit

the engineer to utilize his design experience, and to exercise his

decision making and innovative abilities in a more cost-effective manner

to reach these goals.

This report describes the procedures and mathematical details that

were used to develop the recommended procedure. The recommended

procedure is described in detail in the companion report(l).

INumbers in parentheses refer to references in the REFERENCES Section.
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2. PROBLEM DEFINITION

2.1 Introduction

A typical tainter gate, as sketched in Fig. 1, is characterized

by a skin plate to retain water, and vertical stiffening ribs,

horizontal girders, strut arms, and a trunion girder, to support and

stabilize the skin plate. In addition, hoisting cables are used to lift

the gate on occasion to permit the flow of water. A complete and

detailed description of the specific tainter gate considered in this study

is shown in Reference (3), U.S. Army Engineer District, St. Louis, Corps

of Engineers Drawings for the Clarence Cannon Reservoir Re-Regulation

Dam and Spillway Tainter Gate, Drawing Nos. S-CC 45/11, 45/12, 45/13,

45/14, ana 45/15, with Code Identification No. DACW 43.

In order to analyze the tainter gate by a general purpose structural

analysis computer program, the supporting structure of the gate may be

easily modeled as a space frame, while the skin plate may be modeled

using a finite element mesh of flat plate bending-and-stretching finite

elements. The cable may be modeled as an unknown force, T, at the point

of attachment to the skin plate, in addition to the effect of the

radial cable pressure, T/R, against the skin plate (Fig. 2).

There are three additional characteristics of the gate structure

which require special attention. The first is associated with friction

forces (df/ds) caused by the skin plate neoprene side seals, along the

skin plate side edges, bearing against the side piers of the hydraulic

channel. This effect can be accounted for as an applied load as will
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Figure 1. Typical Tainter Gate Configuration
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be shown in Section 2.2. The second special characteristic is

associated with the effect of friction forces at the trunion pin

locations providing resisting moments M. This moment M is a function

of the unknown resultant R of the global X and Y components of trunion

pin reaction as will be shown in Section 2.3. This causes very great

difficulty in analysis since, to the author's knowledge, there is no

available general purpose computer program for structural analysis that

permits the direct modeling of an applied external force, such as M,

whose magnitude is a function of another unknown externally applied

force, such as R. Consequently, in order to accurately model this effect,

a special analysis procedure was developed as described in Sections 2.3

and 3.4. The third special characteristic is associated with a situation

when only one cable supports the gate. In this case, the gate experiences

lateral deflections which may be large enough so that the gate will touch

the side walls of the hydraulic channel. This is of course a non-linear

behavior since, if the gate does in fact touch the side walls, the

external boundary conditions must be changed to reflect the new side

support and the analysis repeated. This procedure is described in Section

4.4.

The balance of Section 2 will discuss the nature of the side seal

friction, the trunion pin friction, and the design loading conditions as

specified by Corps requirements.

2.2 Side Seal Friction Effect

This discussion of side seal friction is based upon a similar

presentation by Dressler (2).
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A neoprene "J" seal is placed along the two vertical skin plate

side edges (Fig. 3) tu provide a watertight seal. The "J" seal friction

force per unit length along the skin plate edge (df/ds) is due to the

product of the friction factor and normal force exerted on the side

wall. The normal force is generated by a preset in the "J" seal and

the hydrostatic pressure against the "J" seal.

It is assumed that a 0.25 inch preset induces a normal force k of

0.048 K/ft applied uniformly along the entire length of the skin plate

edge. The normal force due to hydrostatic pressure is 0.0624dh, where

d is the effective width of the "J" seal (2.25 in. = 0.1875 ft. in our

case), and h is taken from the top of the skin plate. Note that taking

h from the top of the skin plate is correct when the water level is 530

ft., and slightly conservative when the water level is 528 ft. The

friction is equal to the product of the coefficient of side seal friction,

js taken as 0.5 from Corps Manual (11) EM 1110-2-2702, page 18, and

the normal force. So, due to both preset and hydrostatic pressure,

dfd= (Psk + 0.0624psdh) K/ft .................... (1)

For the specific tainter gate under consideration, U = 0.5, k = 0.048,

d = 0.1875 ft. So,

df = 0.5(0.048) + 0.0624(0.5)(0.1875)h
ds

= (0.024 + 0.00585h) K/ft ............................ (2)

Note that df/ds is simply an externally applied force in a direction

tangent to the skin plate side edges and opposite to the upward movement

of the gate (Figs. 2 and 3).
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2.3 Trunion Pin Friction Effect

Thi discussion of trunion pin friction is also based upon a

similar presentation by Dressier (2), except that several corrections

are made to the analysis.

Each trunion pin total reaction is composed of three global

components, Rx, R , and R., which are parallel to the global X, Y, and

Z axes as shown in Fig. 2. Components R and R lead to a resultantx y

force R which exerts pressure directly on the trunion pin as shown in

Fig. 4. This pressure leads to a friction force df t/ds around the

trunion pin which is statically equivalent to a resisting moment and a
resultant force in the y' direction. Ccnponent R reacts through a

z

trunion yoke on end bearing plates, exerting pressure which leads to a

friction force that is only statically equivalent to a resisting moment.

It is the purpose of this Section to evaluate the relationship between

the statically equivalent friction forces and the reaction components

Rx, R, and R .y z

First, consider the effect of R and R . It is assumed that theX y

resultant of R and R , R = R 2+ Ry2, is uniformly distributedreulan o x yndxR = Ris

across the projected area of the trunion pin for a unit width of pin

(Fig. 4). The projected area, A, is equal to 2r p(1), where rp is the

trunion pin radius. Therefore, the assumed average trunion stress,

o , on the projected area of the trunion pin is,

R R
ap A 2r (......... ....................... (3)

p

Referring to Fig. 4, if Ris now defined as the proportion
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of R acting ovr a differential length of pin circumference, ds, then

a can also be expressed as,
p

u R ................................. (4)
p (1)dy'

where dy' is the projection of ds on the y' axis, and,

dy' = ds Sina .................................... (5)

Since ds = r da , where r = trunion pin radius, then,P p

dy' = r Sina(da) .............................. (6)

Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (4), and equating the result to Eq. (3)

leads to,

= Sina da ................................. (7)
2

Now, the friction force ppr unit length of pin circumference Is

directly related to the force component of R acting normal to the pin,

Rr" From the geometry of-R in Fig. 4,

Rr = R Sin a. ................................ (8)

Rt = R Cos a

where Rr and Rt are the normal and tangential components of R respectively,

and a is the angle from the y' axis to the point on the pin circumference

in question. Substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (8),

i= 2a da ................................. (9)
R--

Rt = Sin a Cos a da ......................... (10)
t2

Since only Rr leads to friction force, then,

df 
t

V- .

= '1r.....................(1
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where df t/ds = friction force per unit length of pin circumference, and

Pt = coefficient of pin friction force C = 0.3 by Corps Manual (11) EM

1110-2-2702). Therefore, from Eqs. (9) and (11),

dft _ J 421

ds Pt t2r In a ........................... (12)
p

It is now of interest to determine the statical equivalents of df /ds.
t

In the y' direction, df t/ds is statically equivalent to a force Py,, where

Py, = fdP.. .................................. (13)

and where LP, = the y' component of dft or,

dPy, = (df t)Sin a ............................... (14)

Substituting Eq. (12) into Eq. (14) and recalling that ds = r da,
p

leads to,
R3

dPy, = Sin3 a .............................. (15)

and then substituting Eq. (15) into Eq. (13) results in,

Py t f7 Sin 3a da

-E frSin 3 a da

P - ((-(Cos q/3) (Sin 2 a + 2))T

S ((-1/3)(-1)(2) - (-1/3)(1)(2))
t 2

yP 2 .R .................................... (16)

For the specific gate under consideration, pt = 0.3. So,

Py, = 0.20R

- 0.20 + Ry ........................... (17)
x y
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In the x' direction, df t/ds is qtatically equivalent to a force Px"

where,

Px' = fdPx' .................................. (18)

and where dP, = the x' component of dft. Note that Px, must equal

'0' since only R can be the resultant force in the x' direction. So,

dPx , = (dft)Cos a ............................... (19)

Substituting Eq.(12; in Eq. (19) and recalling that ds = r da leads to,
p

R 2

dPx' = 11 R Sin 2a Cos c da..................... (20)

and then substituting Eq. (20) into Eq. (18) results in,

Px' o R Sin2 a Cos a da
0 t 2

it T Sin a Cos a da

R(Sin aT
r

= 't 2 3 o

Px, = 0.0 ...................................... (21)

Finally, and most importantly, df t/ds is statically equivalent to a

moment, MR, about the global Z axis (perpendicular to X-Y and x'-y'),

where,

MR= f(df t)rp .................................. (22)

Substituting Eq. (12) into Eq. (22) and recalling that ds = r da
P

leads to,

M R = rSin2a daMR = t 2 rp

= PtRrpf Sin 2a da
2 0

= "tpa Sin 2a r
22 4 0o
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, jtRrp(T

2 2'

MR = 0.7854pi Rrp  ............................. (23)

Next, consider the effect of R . This trunion pin reaction component
z

reacts through the trunion yoke on end bearing plates leading to a

resultant friction force Vi R acting around the pin circumference at an
t z

approximate radius of r . Since the direction of R., either plus or

minus, leads to the same moment due to Rz, then

1t IR Ir. .............................. (24)

whereiRzI = absolute value of Rz

Consequently, the total trunion friction moment, M, due to Rx , Ry,

and R., is,

M - MR + MR
z

or,

M - 0.7854 Rrp  + 1tIRz rp ........................ (25)

where,
2 2'
2 R +R

R = Rx y

To summarize, the resultant trunion pin global reaction components,

R, Ry, and R result in friction forces on the pin, Px" PyI , and M

such that,

P = 0.0 -

2 2 2 2

y' = 3- t x y .......... (26)
R2 2 z r

M =0.78541r R + R 2+ IRjr
t p x y t zp
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and, for the specific tainter gate under consideration, lt 0.3

and r 5.0 in. = 0.41561 ft.,
p

P = 0.0 Rx

P = 0.20R + y ............. (27)
yx y

M =0.098167 R 2+ R 2 +0.1250IRzIx y

Now, Px' is zero and does not effect any final analysis results.

Py, is non-zero and must be included in the analysis. However, since

Lt is a concentrated force in a direction perpendicular to R at the

trunion pin, it need only be added to the resultant reaction at the

pin in a direction perpendicular to R, and only affects the force the

trunion girder must resist (see Section 5.2). The moment M, on the

other hand, not only is the torsion moment that must be resisted by the

trunion girder, but it must also be included in the tainter gate analysis

itself. This is where the difficulty occurs, since M is a highly non-

linear function of Rx, R y, and Rz, and also since, to the author's

knowledge, there are no available general purpose computer programs for

structural analysis that can model such a behavioral relationship.

Section 3.4 discusses how this effect is to be accounted for.

2.4 Design Loading Conditions

The specification of design loading conditions must recognize a

variety of boundary conditions and geometric states of the gate. One

is associated with the gate resting on the sill. Another is associated

with both cables lifting the gate, but the gate may be in any position

from one in which it is just beginning to open, to one in which it is
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fully open. Another is assoc.ated with only one cable lifting the gate

(i.e. one cable has broken), but the gate may again be in any position

from just starting to open to fully open. In addition, for the one cable

situation, lateral displacem nts of the gate may be large enough to cause

the gate to touch the side pier walls which lead to another boundary

condition. This is a non-linear behavior since it must be determined

if the gate touches the side piers and if so (or if not), the boundary

conditions may need to be changed. Another is associated with either

one or two cables lifting the gate with the gate in any position, but

in addition, the gate binds at the side seals and the force in the

cable(s) increase to the maximum hoisting force that the hoisting motor

can exert.

Considering this variety of gate states, it is clear that there are

an infinite number of different loading conditions that could be used

for design. It is, of course, the responsiblity of the engineer and

appropriate design specifications to select a finite number for actual

use. For the specific gate used in this study, there were eight design

loading conditions specified in the design notes (3) of the Clarence

Cannon Re-Regulation Dam Tainter Gate Design. They were as shown in

Table 1. It should be noted that the eighth loading, Loading Condition

VIII, was not used in this study primarily because it was not considered

to be worth the effort to recompute the gate geometry in view of the

goal of this report to describe an analysis procedure to handle any

gate geometry. Consequently, only Loading Conditions I - VII were

considered. However, Loading Condition VIII would make an excellent
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TABLE 1

Clarence Cannon Re-Regulation Dam Tainter Gate
Design Loading Conditions

Loading Condition I

a. Dead load of gate
b. Hydrostatic load. Wat: to top of gate, elevation 530.0 ft.
c. Hoist cables slack, gate resting on sill. All forces reacted

by sill and trunions.
d. Normal Group I loading - no overstress permitted.

Loading Condition II

a. Dead load of gate
b. Hydrostatic load. Water to top of gate, elevation 530.0 ft.
c. Gate supported by both hoisting cables. All forces reacted

by trunion pins and hoisting cables.
d. Gate strating to open. Friction factor of 0.3 at trunion

pins and 0.5 at side seals.
e. Normal Group I loading - no overstress permitted.

Loading Condition III

a. Same as Loading Condition I plus wave loading.
b. Group II Loading - 1/3 overstress permitted.

Loading Condition IV

a. Dead load of gate
b. Hydrostatic load. Water at elevation 528.0 ft.
c. Impact load of 5 K/ft of gate width applied at elevation 528.0 ft.
d. Gate resting on sill. All forces reacted by sill and trunions.
e. Group II loading - 1/3 overstress permitted.

Loading Condition V

a. Dead load of gate
b. Hydrostatic load. Water at elevation 528.0 ft.
c. Impact load of 5 K/ft of gate width applied at elevation 528.0 ft.
d. Gate supported by both hoisting cables. All forces rea,-ted by

trunions and hoisting cables.
e. Gate starting to open. Friction factor of 0.3 at trunjon pins

and 0.5 at side seals.
f. Group II loading - 1/3 overstress permitted.

Loading Condition VI

a. Same as Loading Condition II, except all forces are reacted by
trunions and only one hoisting cable.

b. Group III loading - 50% overstress permitted.
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TABLE 1 - CONTINUED

Loading Condition VII (See Note 1)

a. Same as Loading Condition II, except gate is assumed held down
by friction and binding. Hoist cable load becoming 280% of
normal cable tension due to development of maximum design
torque in hoist.

b. Group III loading - 50% overstress permitted.

Loading Condition VIII (See Note 2)

a. Dead load of gate
b. Gate wide open against stops. Bottom of gate at elevation 535.0 ft.
c. Hoisting cable loads equal to 280% of normal maximum cable tension

due to development of design torque in hoist.
d. Gate supported by both hoisting cables. All forces reacted by

trunions and hoisting cables.
e. Group III loads - 50% overstress permitted.

Note 1: (a) It is assumed that Loading Condition II forces, including
cable force F and trunion moment M, are developed prior to binding.
(b) Binding occurs, after which an additional 1.8F and 0.OM are applied
to the bound gate developing additional gate forces which are added to
the Loading Condition II gate forces.

Note 2: Loading Condition VIII was not used in this study primarily
because it was not considered to be worth the effort to recompute the
gate geometry since the goal of this report was to describe an analysis
procedure to handle any gate geometry.
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case to analyze in order to test one's understanding of many of the

concepts presented in this report and the companion report (1).

2.5 Summary

Tainter gates are highly unusual structures requiring special

analysis techniques. They are characterized by one or two cables

lifting the gate which rotates about a pair of trunion pins. They are

subjected to a variety of loading conditions associated with several

different boundary condition and geometric states, all of which must

be considered in design. Friction effects must be considered for an

accurate analysis. Side seal friction is easily accounted for as an

applied loading condition. However, trunion pin friction is extremely

difficult to model since it is a highly non-linear function of unknown

reaction forces at the trunion pin, which in turn are a function of

the pin friction effects.

Chapter 3 describes the details of the proposed structural model

to analyze these types of tainter gates.
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3. GENERAL MODEL FORMULATION

3.1 Introduction

In order to obtain a highly accurate analysis of the type of

tainter gates described in Section 2, a special structural model was

developed. This model had to reflect four snecial characteristics which

were, (1) all structural boundary condition cases must be easily

identified and included in the analysis, (2) all independent loading

conditions must be easily identified and subject to analysis, (3) the

difficult trunion pin friction effect must be accounted for, and (4)

analysis results for each independent loading must be easily combined

with other independent loading results to generate the design loading

conditions. Sections 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 consider these requirements

respectively.

Before proceeding, however, it is helpful at this point to

understand how the cable is modeled. Rather than modeling the cable as

a separate structural element, only its effect on the skin plate is

modeled. At the connection of the cable to the skin plate, the cable

is modeled either as a reaction component in the direction of the cable,

i.e. in a direction which is tangent to the skin plate surface and in

a vertical plane, or as a known applied force (in the case of the

gate bound at the side seals). The value of this reaction, or the

known applied force, is the cable force. This part of the cable effect

is accounted for in the structural boundary condition cases as described

in Section 3.2. In addition, the cable exerts a radial pressure on

the skin plate over the length of contact between the cable and skin
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plate, and is equal to the value of the cable force divided by the radius

of curvature of the skin plate (since the skin plate has a constant

radius of curvature in a vertical plane), in units of force/length.

This part of the cable effect is modeled as an applied load as will be

shown in Section 3.4.

3.2 Structural Boundary Condition Cases

Referring to the seven design loading conditions used in this

study, Loading Conditions I - VII in Table 1, it is clear that there are

four distinct structural boundary condition cases. These cases are

identified here as Load Groups, where a Load Group is defined as a set

of independent loads applied to the structure with a particular set of

boundary conditions. The boundary conditions associated with each of the

four Load Groups are as follows:

Load Group A: gate resting on sill; translational force reactions

in the global Y direction at each contact point with the sill; and

translational force reactions in the global X, Y, and Z directions

at each trunion pin (Fig. 5a).

Load Group B: gate supported by two hoisting cables, just starting

to open; single translational force reaction at both cable support

points on skin plate,(to simulate cable effect at point of connection

to skin plate), and in a direction which is tangent to skin plate;

translational force reactions at each trunion pin in global X, Y, and

Z directions (Fig. 5b).

Load Group C: gate supported by only one hoisting cable, just

starting to open; translational force reactions at one cable support
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point on skin plate (to simulate one cable effect at point of connection

to skin plate), and in a direction which is tangent to skin plate;

translational force reactions at each trunion pin in global X, Y,

and Z directions (Fig. 5c).

Load Group D: gate bound at side seals; effect of two hoisting

cables at skin plate connections accounted for by applying known cable

forces at both points of connection to skin plate; translational force

reactions at each trunion pin in global X, Y, and Z directions;

translational force reactions at side seals in directions which are

tangent to skin plate edges and in a vertical plane (Fig. 5d).

It should be noted that Load Group C may be divided into two

different cases. One is associated with the gate not experiencing

sdfficient lateral displacements to touch the side piers, and another is

associated with the gate experiencing sufficiently large lateral

displacements (.25 inches for the specific gate used in this study),

so that lateral supports must be added to the Load Group C boundary

conditions.

The detailed specification of these boundary condition cases

are described in Chapter 4.

3.3 Independent Loading Conditions by Load Group

Upon inspection of the seven design loading conditions considered

in this study (see Table 1), it is seen that there are six distinct

independent loading conditions which are (1) dead load of gate,

(2) hydrostatic load, water at elevation 530.0 ft., (3) hydrostatic load

water at elevation 528.0 ft., (4) impact load at elevation 528.0 ft.,
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(5) wave load, water at elevation 530.0 ft., and (6) 1.8 x cable force

from design Loading Condition II. In addition, as was shown in Section

2.2, the side seal friction effect may be considered as an applied

loading condition. So, a seventh independent load is, (7) side

seal friction. Also, as will be shown in Section 3.4, the trunion

pin friction effect may be accounted for by a supe, -.ition technique

which requires the application of two more independent loading

conditions which are, (8) gate skin plate pressure due to a 1,000 K

cable force, and (9) a 1,000 K-ft moment about the global Z axis

applied at one or both trunion pins and in a direction which resists

the upward movement of the gate. Finally, since Load Group C may be

associated with the gate displacing laterally until it touches the

side piers, after which it is restrained from further lateral

movement at the points of contact, a tenth independent loading

condition should be considered which is, (10) a specified lateral

joint displacement (-0.25 inches for the specific gate considered

in this study) applied at the joints which may be in contact with the

side piers.

Although there are ten independent loading conditions which can

be identified, it is not clear that these are the ones which are

used in a structural analysis. In particular, there are also four

boundary condition (Load Group) cases which were identified in Section

3.2, and most of these independent loading conditions are associated

with two or more boundary condition cases. If an independent loading

condition is associated with two boundary condition cases, for example,
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it generates two independent loading conditions for structural analysis

purposes since, even though the applied loads are the same, different

structural analysis results will be generated for the different

boundary conditions. Consequently, it is necessary to identify the

independent loading conditions in terms of their corresponding boundary

condition cases to properly account for the actual number of

independent loads.

For the specific gate under consideration in this study, there are

twenty independent loading conditions which must be considered. Tables

2, 3, 4, and 5 summarize them. Details of the loading computations are

shown in Appendix D.

Now, before describing how these twenty independent loading conditions

are combined to form the seven design loading conditions, it is

necessary to show how the trunion pin friction effect is accounted for.

This will be described next.

3.4 Special Analysis Procedure to Account for the Trunion Pin Friction

Eftect

As was shown in Section 2.3, Eq. (26), the trunion pin friction

effect leads to three additional reaction components at the trunion pins,

Px'' Py', and M. This equation is repeated below for reference purposes,

y 0.0ey 3 0.0 x ............

R 2 2Pyl 2 (28)

M =0.7854pr R2 +R 2 + irtRz

where pt is the coefficient of trunion pin friction, rp trunion pin

Ap
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TABLE 2

Independent Loadings - Load Group A
Sate Resting on Sill

Independent Independent Load Description
Load Number

1 Dead load of gate structure

2 Hydrostatic load, water at top of
gate, elevation 530.0 ft.

3 Wave load, elevation 530.0 ft.

4 Hydrostatic load, water at
elevation 528.0 ft.

5 Impact load of 5 K/ft of gate
width applied to gate skin plate
at elevation 528.0 ft.
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TABLE 3

Independent Loadings - Load Group B

Gate Supported by Two Cables, Just Starting to Open

Independent
Load Number Independent Load Description

6 Dead load of gate structure.

7 Hydrostatic load, water at top of
gate, elevation 530.0 ft.

8 Hydrostatic load, water at
elevation 528.0 ft.

9 Impact load of 5 K/ft of gate
width applied to gate skin plate
at elevation 528.0 ft.

10 Side seal friction in a direction
resisting gate opening.

11 Skin pressure due to 1,000 K.
cable force in both cables

12 1,000 K-ft trunion pin friction
moment at both pins and in a
direction resisting gate opening.
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TABLE 4

Independent Loadings - Load Group C
Gate Supported by One Cable, Just Starting to Open

Independent
Load Number Independent Load Description

13 Dead load of gate structure.

14 Hydrostatic load, water at top
of gate, elevation 530.0 ft.

15 Side seal friction in a direction
resisting gate opening.

16 Skin pressure due to 1,000 K
cable force in one cable.

17 1,000 K-ft trunion pin friction
moment at one pin (joint 38 in
gate under study) in a direction
resisting gate opening.

18 1,000 K-ft trunion pin friction
mome t at one pin (joint 1038
in gate under study) in a
direction resisting gate opening.

20 Joint displacement load, in gate
under study, at joint 3.001 =
+0.25 inches, at joint 7 = -0.25
inches, to simulate part of
lateral constraint provided by
side pier walls.
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TABLE 5

Independent Loadings - Load Group D
Gate Bound at Side Seals, Supported by Two Cables

Independent
Load Number Independent Load Description

19 Skin pressure due to 1,000 K. cable
force in both cables, and 1,000 K.
force at both points of connection
of the cable to the skin plate in
an upward direction and tangent to
the skin plate.
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radius, and R, R , and R. = trunion pin reaction components as a function

of the externally applied loads and trunion pin friction moment M, but

independent of trunion pin friction reactions Px' and Py,.

Since Px' equals zero, it has no effect on the analysis. The force

Py, is non-zero, tut it only adds to the force components that must be

resisted by the trunion pins (and in turn the trunion girder), while

not affecting any other analysis results. As shown in Section 2.2, Py,

is in a direction perpendicular to R, the resultant of global reaction

components Rx and Ry at the trunion pins. The trunion pin friction

moment M is also non-zero, but it affects both the trunion pin reaction

and other gate analysis results. The moment M is equal to the actual

moment at the trunion pins, and therefore is the torsion moment that

must be resisted by the trunion girder. In addition, the moment M is

directly involved in the equilibrium equations for the gate, and this

is where the difficulty in analysis lies.

Consider the schematic drawing of the effect of M on the gate in

Fig. 6. Since the trunion pin friction is only associated with Load

Groups B or C, this schematic is associated with the gate supported by

one or two cables and just starting to open. In this Figure, F

represents the cable force effe.ct at its point of connection to the

skin plate, r is the radius of curvature of the skin plate, F/r is the

radial pressure effect of the cable on the skin plate, and W represents

the externally applied loads such as dead weight, hydrostatic force,

and side seal friction.
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There are five unknown forces, R , Ry, Rz, F, and M. In order to

solve for these unknowns, five independent equations are needed. Four

of them are equilibrium equations; three force equilibrium equations in

the X, Y, and Z directions, and one moment equilibrium equation about

the Z-axis. The fifth equation is the relation between M and Rx , Ry,

and Rz in Eq. (28). These five equations in five unknowns can now be

solved. However, there are two distiL-.t problems in the solution. One

is that the system of equations is highly non-linear. This cannot

be avoided in any case. The second is that the generation of the

equilibrium equations is enormously time consuming if performed by hand

due to the complexity of the loading conditions and also due to the

large number of loading conditions for which a solution is required.

Therefore, a hand solution is not cost-effective. Since this study is

intended to demonstrate how a general purpose computer program may be

used to analyze this structure, it is desirable to have the program do

the equilibrium analysis. Unfortunately, to the author's knowledge,

there are no available general purpose structural analysis computer

programs that can model the effect of an unknown reaction force M as

a function of other unknown reaction forces Rx, Ry, and Rz, not to

mention the non-linear relationship which also needs to be modeled.

Consequently, a special structural analysis model was formulated to

minimize hand computations, and maximize the use of the general purpose

structural analysis computer program, thereby leading to a highly

cost-effective solution process.

The special model that was developed needed to distinguish between
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a symmetrical gate behavior (for the case where the gate is supported by

two cables), and a non-symmetrical gate behavior (for the case where

the gate is supported by only one cable). These are described in detail

in the following Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2.

3.4.1 2-Cable Symmetrical Case

When the gate is supported by two cables (Load Group B boundary

conditions and design Loading Conditions II, V, and VII), it

experiences completely symmetrical behavior. Consequently, only the

symmetrical part of the trunion pin friction moment effect needs to

be considered, i.e. only one trunion pin and one cable need be included

in the formulation.

Referring to Fig. 7, the technique used is to identify three

components of the structure's behavior, and then to superimposp these

components in such a way as to result in the actual behavior of the

structure. Each of the three components consists of the full structure

supported by Load Group B boundary conditions, i.e. supported at the

trunion pins and at the points of connection of the cables to the skin

plate. In addition, the first component is subjected to some combination

of tho Load Group B independent loading conditions 6 to 10 a,

represented by W in Fig. 7. R x, Ryl, and R are the global reaction

components at a trunion pin, and F1 is the cable force, all due to W.

The second component is subjected only to the effect of the radial

pressure part, S, of a 1,000 K. cable force, Rx2' Ry2) and Rz2 are the

global reaction components at a trunion pin, and F2 is the cable force

due to the radial pressure effect. It should be noted that F2 should
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really be identically zero since the only externally applied force in

the second component is a radial pressure, the resultant of which passes

through the projection of the trunion pin on a plane containing this

resultant and F2 . However, in the actual structural model used, as

will be described in detail in Chapter 4, the cylindrical skin plate

is modeled as a series of flat plate finite elements where the resultant

of the applied cable pressure load does not exactly go through the

projection of the trunion pin, thereby resulting in a very small value

of F2. This small value is used since it is consistent with the other

force results in the analysis of the second component.

The third component is subjected only to the effect of a 1,000 K-ft

counter-clockwise moment abqut the global Z-axis at a trunion pin.

Rx3, Ry3, and Rz3 are the global reaction components at a trunion pin,

and F3 is the cable force, all due to the 1,000 K-ft moment.

Each of these three components can easily be analyzed by a general

purpose structural analysis computer program. However, the behavior

of the actual structure must be determined by properly superimposing

the results of each component's analysis. In particular, if Q

represents the force and displacement results in the actual structure,

and q, q2) and q3 represent the force and displacement results in the

first, second, and third components respectively, then the proper

superposition is computed as,
F M

= ql + ' q2  + 1 q3  ............................(29)

where F is the actual cable force in both cables and M is the actual

trunion pin friction moment.
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Now, the combination factors F and M must be computed. In order to do

this, at least two independent equations involving the two unknowns F and

M are required. One of these equations is taken from Eq. (28). However,

Eq. (28) introduces three new unknowns, Rx , R , and Rz. Consequently,

three additional equations, or a total of four more equations, are needed.

These may be determined by applying Eq. (29) four times to reflect the

respective superposition of Fi, RXi, Ryi, and Rzi, for i = 1, 2, 3 (the

three component cases in Fig. 7), to generate F, Rx, R y, and Rz . The

resulting five equations are,
M fR 2 2+R + gjR

F2  F3
F=F 1  1000 1000

R = R + F. -- x + M.10-- 3 ............... (30)
x Xl 1l000 1 l000

R = R + F " y + M. 
R y 3

y yl 1000 1000

R Rz2 Rz3

a zl 1000 + 1000

where f = 0.7 854Ptr p , and g = ptr p. For the specific tainter gate

considered in this study, where Vt 0.3 and r = 0.41667 ft., the~p
friction factors f and g are: f = 0.098167 and g = 0.1250.

Eq. (30) may be solved for F, M, Rx, Ry, and Rz. Note that Vt

and r are specified, and Fi, Rxi , Ri, and Rzi, i = 1, 2, 3 are computed

in the structural analyses of the three component structures described

above.

Since Eq. (30) is highly non-linear it was decided to use a Newton-

Raphson Iteration procedure to solve. The details of this procedure are

fully described in Reference 4, and will only be summarized here. So, to
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find the value X ksuch that a function h( ) = 0, the following iteration

may be performed,

Xk+l = Xk - h(Xk).. ............................... (31)

h'(Xk)

where h'(Xk) is the derivative of h(Xk) with respect to X at the point

Xk . The derivative of h(Xk), h' (Xk), was computed numerically by an

equally-spaced five-point Lagrangian interpolation formula expanded

about the middle, i.e. third, point (see Reference 5) as follows,

h 1 - 811 + 8h - h+ ) ............... (32)
0 12t ( 2  -l +1 +2

where t is the spacing between the five points, h; is the value of the

derivative at the middle point, and h_2 , h 1 , h+l, and 11+2 are the

values of the function h at the two points on either side of the third

point. Now, it was decided to let t = 1.0 and h0 = \. Therefore, the

derivative h'(Xk) was computed by,

h'(k) = 12 [h(X - 2.0) - 8h(X- 1.0) + 8h(X + 1.0) - h(X + 2.0)]

....... (33)

Now, in order to apply this procedure, Eq. (30) must be rewritten

in the following form,
h(Xk ) = ,R- x +R 2 - gIR71 0

y y

where,

M = X*k

F = F1 + XkF3
(1- F2 )

R A =R 1 + ORx 2 100R0 3
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R =R +-FR +-XkR
y yl 1000 y2 1000 y3Ry Ry + F-XRyR

Rz R + 0Rz2 +T0Rz3  ........ (34)

Table 6 summarizes the step-by-step procedure to solve Eq. (34).

A computer program, XFTWO, was written to execute this procedure.

A description and listing of XFTWO is given in Appendix G . It is

interesting to note that for the specific tainter gate considered in

this study and for an input .:onvergence tolerance of 0.01, XFTWO

converged in two cycles.
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3. Comp e jR--,A by e, (3 .)

#, C, pv/e a new valve ( Y i eog, C3
xA, - (X() ,, Jre.qX 2 '(.: X-,, (X

. z1/ 7x,-X,) tolerance, O TO 7

E/se 60 70 6

, Set , = X2

-GO 70 2

7. - Xz

TABLE 6

Solution for F and M for the 2-Cable Symmetrical Case

bythe Newton-Raphson Iteration Procedure
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3.4.2 I-Cable Non-Symmetrical Case

When the gate is supported by one cable (Load Group C boundary

conditions, and design Loading Condition VI), it experiences non-symmetrical

behavior. Consequently, unlike the 2-cable symmetrical case, this

1-cable case requires consideration of the entire structure including

the trunion pin friction effect for both trunion pins, in addition to the

one cable support.

Referring to Fig. 8, this case required the identification of four

components of the structure's behavior which, when properly superimposed,

will result in the actual behavior of the structure. Each of the four

components consists of the full structure supported by Load Group C

boundary conditions, i.e. trunion pins and one cable support. In addition,

the first component is subjected to the Load Group C independent boundary

conditions 13 to 15 as represented by W in Fig. 8. Rxla, Ryla , Rzla and

Rxlb, Rylb, Rzlb are the global reaction components at trunion pins 'a'

and 'b' (joints 38 and 1038 in the specific tainter gate structural model

described in Chapter 4) respectively, and F1 is the cable force, all due

to W.

The second component is subjected only to the effect of the radial

pressure part, S, of a 1,000 K. cable force in the one supporting cable.

Rx2a, Ry2a, Rz2a and R x2b , R y2b, Rz2b are the global reaction components

at trunion pins 'a' and 'b' respectively, and F2 is the cable force due

to this radial pressure effect. Note that F2 is not exactly zero in the

actual structural analysis for the same reason as for the 2-cable case.

The third component is subjected only to the effect of a 1,000 K-ft

counter-clockwise moment about the global Z-axis at trunion pin 'a'

(joint 38) only, Rx3a , Ry3a, Rz3a and Rx3b, Ry3b, Rz3b are the global
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reaction components at trunion pins 'a' and 'b' respectively, and

F3 is the cable force, all due to the 1,000 K-ft moment at 'a'.

The fourth component is subjected only to the effect of a 1,000 K-ft

counter-clockwise moment about the global Z-axis at trunion pin 'b' (joint

1038) only. Rx4a , Ry4a , Rz4a and Rx4b, Ry4b , Rz4b are the global

reaction components at trunion pins 'a' and 'b' respectively, and F4 is

the cable force, all due to the 1,000 K-ft moment at 'b'.

Each of these four components can easily be analyzed by a general

purpose structural analysis computer program, the proper superposition

of which leads to the behavior of the actual structure. As in the

2-cable case, the superposition principle can be expressed by an

equation similar to Eq. (29) or,

F If a 3 +
(35

Q = q + q2  000 q + q q4 .. . . .. . . ......... .(35)

where Q represents the force and displacement results in the actual

structure, qlp q2 ' q3) and q4 represent the force and displacement results

in each of the four structural components respectively, F is the actual

cable force in the one supporting cable, and Ma and M. are the actual

trunion pin friction moments at trunion pins 'a' and 'b' (joints 38 and

1038) respectively.

There are now three combination factors, F, M a, and Mb, which must

be computed, as opposed to two in the 2-cable case. In order to compute

them, at least three independent equations involving these factors are

required. Two of these equations are taken from Eq. (28) by applying

the equation for M at both trunion pins 'a' and 'b' , i.e. Ma and M.

However, these two equations introduce six new unknowns, Rd, Rya Rza,

... i m mm "m m mza
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and Rxb' R b) R b at trunion pins 'a' and 'b' respectively. Consequently,

six additional equations, or a total of seven more equations are needed.

These may be determined by applying Eq. (35) seven times to reflect the

respective superposition of Fi. Ria Ry. Ria Rb Rib and Rib

for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (the four component cases in Fig. 8), to generate

F, Ra Rya, R Rxb Rb and Rb The resulting equations, which are

similar in form to Eq. (30), may be rewritten to conform with a Newton-

Raphson Iteration solution as follows,

ha) = Xk - 4R a2+ R -a2 gjR aI = 0

hb (X kb) = Xkb - fVRb 2 + R b 2  _ gIR zbI = 0

where,

N Xkb

F 1 + \kaF 3 + \kbF4(1-F 2)

F XkaR R +y-Rx +_00 R +-XbR
xa xla 10 xa 100 x3a 1000 x4a

F XkaXk
R R + T-R _ R +-XbR
ya yla 100 y2a +1000 y3a 1000 y4a

RF -ka Xkb R..3

za lza 100TO0 Rz2a +1000 R 3a +1000 z4a

and,

F Xk Xk
Rxb Rxlb +lOO 2 b 100O-0 Rx3b 1000 x4b

F Xk XkR ~R + -- 0R _ R + -LbR
yb ylb 100 y2b 100O0 y3b 1000 y4b

F Xka Xkb
Rzb R zlb 10yo00 R z2b 1 o00R z3b 1 00 z4b
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Table 7 summarizes the step-by-step procedure to s'lve Eq. (36).

A computer program, XFONE, was written to execute this procedure.

A description and listing of XFONE is given in Appendix G . It is

interesting to note that for the specific tainter gate considered in this

study and for an input convergence tolerance of 0.01, XFONE converged

in seven cycles.

3.5 Design Loading Combinations

Section 2.4 and Table 1 summarize the seven design loading conditions

considered for the specific tainter gate used in this study. In Section

3.2, it was shown thaz these loading conditions are associated with

four distinct boundary condition states, and in Section 3.3 and Tables

2, 3, 4, and 5, it was shown that there are a total of twenty

independent loading conditions associated with these four boundary

condition states. Also, Section 3.4 demonstrates how the tainter gate

final behavior is a superposition of cases involving forces identified

in Figs. 7 and 8 as W, radial pressure due to a 1,000 K cable force, and

a 1,000 K-ft moment, as well as combination factors F/1000 and M/1000.

lhis Section will describe the formulation for combining the independent

loading conditions to form the design loading combinations in such a

way as to be consistent with the different bou dary condition cases as

well as to be consistent with the superposition required in the computation

of cable force F and trunion pin friction moment M.

First it should be noted that Corps design specifications, as taken

from Reference (3), require that allowable stresses, computed from
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TABLE 7: Solution for F, M ,and " for the 1-Cable Non-Symmetric Case

by the Newton-Rapgson Iteration Procedure
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the 1969 American Iron and Steel Institute Specifications (6), are

to be reduced by 83-1/3%. This is precisely equivalent to increasing

all analysis element force results by the factor 1.0/0.83333 = 1.20.

In addition, the Corps specifications permit three cases of stress

design. One case permits no overstress. ln thi3 case, the combination

factor applied to the independent load combinations would be 1.2 x 1.0 = 1.2.

The second case permits a 1/3 overstress (i.e. computed stress may

exceed allowable by 1/3 x allowable). in this case, the combination

factor applied to the independent load combinations would be

1.2 x 1.0/(4/3) = 1.2 x 0.75. The third case permits a 50% overstress.

In this case, the combination factor applied to the independent load

combinations would be 1.2 x 1.0/(3/2) = 1.2 x 0.6667.

Now, in order to combine the independent loading conditions, it

must be recognized that for any one load combination, all the independent

loading conditions involved must be associated with the same boundary

condition case. That is, for any one loading combination, the

independent loads must all be taken from either Table 2 or 3 or 4 or 5,

depending on the required boundary conditions. Now, design loading

conditions I, III, and IV (See Table 1), are associated with Load

Group A, the gate resting on the sill (Table 2), and reacted by sill and

trunion pins, and not involving any cable force or trunion pin

friction moment. The required comhinations are,

(1) = 1.2 x (1 + 2)

(III) 1.2 x 0.75 x (I + 2 + 3) .............. (37)

(IV) = 1.2 x 0.75 x ( + 4 + 5)

where the integer numbers are independent load numbers from Table 2.
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Note that design loa4s III and IV permit a 1/3 overstress as described

in Table 1.

Design loading conditions II and V are associated with Load Group

B, the gate supported by two cables, and the gate just starting to open

(Table 3). Since these conditions must include the effects of the cable

force F and trunion pin friction moment M, the combination of independent

loads must be consistent with the formulation for computing F and M

whereby a proper superposition of cases is required as represented by

Eq. (29) and repeated here for reference,
F N

. q. +  q. +  q. ...................... (38)

where Q may be interpreted as the design load combination force results,

and therefore where q, = forces due to applied loads other than the

effects of cable force F (i.e. forces due to W in Fig. 7, and independent

loads 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10), q2 = forces due to the effect of the radial

skin pressure equivalent of a 1,000 K. cable force (independent load

11), and q3 = forces due to the effect of a 1,000 K-ft trunion pin

friction moment (independent load 12). The required combinations are,

F M
(II)= 1.2 x (6 + 7 + 10 + - x 11 + - x 12 (39)

(V) = 1.2 x 0.73 x (6 + 8 + 9 + 10 + F x 11 + - x 12)
1000 1000 J

where the integer numbers are independent load numbers from Table 3,

and F and M are the cable forces and trunion pin friction moments

computed for the 2-cable symmetrical case by the computer program

XFTWO (Appendix G ) according to Eq. (34) and the procedure summarized

in Table 6. Note that a 1/3 overstress is permitted in design load

condition V.
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Design loading condition VI is associated with Load Group C, the

gate supported by only one cable, and the gate just starting to open

(Table 4). Since this condition must include the effects of cable force

F, and trunion pin friction moments Ma and M, the combination of

independent loads must be consistent with the formulation for computing

F, Ma , and Mb for the 1-cable unsymmetrical case which requires a proper

superposition of cases as represented by Eq. (35) and repeated here for

reference,
F M a

Q q +  q q + - q ..................... (40)

where Q may be interpreted as the design load combination force results,

and therefore where q, = forces due to applied loads other than the

effects of cable force F (i.e. forces due to W in Fig. 8, and independent

loads 13, 14, 15, and 20), q2 = forces due to the effect of the radial

skin pressure equivalent of a 1,000 K. cable force in one cable

(independent load 16), q3 = forces due to the effect of a 1,000 K-ft

trunion pin friction moment Ma in one trunion pin (independent load 17),

and q4 = forces due to the effect of a 1,000 K-ft trunion pin friction

moment Mb in the other trunion pin (independent load 18).

Now, since this is the unsymmetrical design loading condition,

before the required combination is shown, it must be noted that there

are two possible states for this combination. One state is associated

with the gate experiencing small enough lateral displacements so that

the gate does not touch the side pier walls. This state involves

independent loads 13 to 18 analyzed for Load Group C boundary conditions

which do not include side wall constraints. The second state is

associated with the gate experiencing sufficiently large lateral

displacements so that the gate touches the side pier walls.
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This statq involves independent loads 13 to 18 and 20 anaJyzed for

Load Group C boundary conditions which include the side wall constraints.

Each state must, of course, be investigated, and the one which o.ccurs

used for design. The second state, i.e. with side wall constraints,

occurred for the specific tainter gate considered in this study as

described in Section 4. So, the two different possible combinations are,

(V)no side 1.2(0.6667)(13 + 14 + 15 + -5(16) + ab
no side00(17)000 1000(1)

wall
constraint .... (41)

or,
M

F Ma __

(VI)ih side= 1.2(0.6667)(13 + 14 + 15 + 20 1 -(16) !----(17) 1  (18))
with side ~1000 U 10

wall
constraint .... (42)

where the integer numbers are independent load numbers from Table 4, and

F, Ma, and M b are the cable force, and trunion pin friction moments computed

for the 1-cable unsymmetrical case by the computer program XFONE (Appendix G )

according to Eq. (36) and the procedure summarized in Table 7. Note that

a 50% overstress is permitted in this design condition.

Finally, design loading condition VII is associated with Load Group D,

the gatq bound at the side seals, and the gate supported by two cables

(Table 5). This design load condition is specified to have the same

load combination as design load II, but in addition, the force in the

cable increases to a value of 280% of the cable force in design load II.

Consequently, this load condition first uses the same results as

generated in design load II, and then adds the results of an analysis

for an additional 180% of the design load II cable force applied to the

gate with the side seals bound (Load Group D boundary conditions).
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The required combination is,

(VII) = 0.6667 x (II) + 1.2 x 0.6667 x (1.8 x F x 19) ..... (43)

1000

where the integer nurilber is an independent load number from Table 5, the

(II) refers to design load combination II (see Eq. (39)), and F = the

cable force used in design load combination II. Note that a 50% overstress

is permitted in this design load condition.

Table 8 summarizes the required seven design load combinations

considered for the specific tainter gate studied in this report.
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TABLE 8

Force Design Loading Combination Summary

Design Load
Combination Independent Load Combinations

I 1.2 x (1 + 2)

F M
II 1.2 x (6 + 7 + 10 + x 11 + M x 12)

II 1.2 x 0.75 x (I + 2 + 3)

IV 1.2 x 0.75 x (1 + 4 + 5)

F M
V 1.2 x 0.75 x (6 + 8 + 9 + 10 +1--x 11 + - x 12)

VI F
Vi 1.2 x 0.6667 x (13 + 14 + 15 + x 16 +(no side wall!00

constraint) a
1000 x 17 + - x 18)

VI F

Vi 1.2 x 0.6667 x (13 + 14 + 15 + 20 + i x 16 +(with side wall 10

constraint) a Mb
10 x 17 + i x 18)

F

VII 0.6667 x (1I) + 1.2 x 0.6667 x (1.8 x-- x 19)

Final Combination Factors for Initial STRUDL II Runs:

II: F = 17.257 K, M = 58.366 K-ft
V: F = 3.611 K, M = 58.903 K-ft

VI: F = 34.627 K, Ma 59.927 K-ft, % = 56.805 K-ft
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4. DETAILS OF INITIAL STRUDL II SOLUTION PROCEDURE

4.1 Introduction

In order to use a general purpose computer program to perform an

accurate structural analysis and design of the type of tainter gate under

consideration, it must possess certain special and sophisticated

capabilities including:

1. the ability to perform multiple analyses in the same computer run,

2. the ability to change the data base between the different analyses

so that each analysis may be based on different boundary conditions, and/or

loading conditions, etc.,

3. the ability to save on the computer, for any length of time,

the status of a problem solution at any point, display results for

engineering review, and subsequently continue the problem solution with

a modified data base,

4. the ability to combine analysis results for different loading

conditions used in the same analysis,

5. the ability to combine analysis results for different loading

conditions used in several different analyses involving different

boundary conditions,

6. the ability to include in the model description such special

conditions as the eccentricity of the end of a member element from the

joint center it connects to, the location of the shear center of a member

element from its centroid, and others,

7. the ability to perform design of steel member elements according

to AISC Specifications (6).
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The only commercially available general purpose structural analysis

and design computer program that has all of the above, and many more

advanced capabilities is the STRUDL II subsystem (7) of the ICES system (8).

This program was used through the facilities of the McDonnell Automation

Co. (9).

4.2 Overview of the Analysis and Design Approach

The general approach followed to analyze and design the specific

tainter gate (the Clarence Cannon Tainter Gate) considered in this report

first involved describing the structure's geometry, topology, element

properties, material properties, loading conditions, and boundary

conditions. Four analyses were performed, each one corresponding to

the loading and boundary conditions associated with a particular Load

Group (Tables 2, 3, 4, and 5). The analysis for Load Group C did not

include Loading 20 since the side wall constraint was not used at first.

Each of these analyses was performed in a different computer run. The

results of each run were saved on the computer for future use by

the STRUDL SAVE command. This process involved the use of extensive data

base management facilities, as only contained in the STRUDL II computer

system.

Before proceeding, it was necessary to determine if the first

analysis for Load Group C was appropriate since it did not include any

side wall constraint. First, the cable force F, and tr'inion pin friction

moments Ma and I b were computed by program XFONE. The the SAVE'ed

STRUDL problem was restored with the STRUDL RESTORE command, and the

displacements for design load VI were formc' and output. It was then

noted that the lateral displacements for this unsymmetrical case
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exceeded the 0.25 inch clearance between the gate and side walls.

Consequently, it was necessary to RESTORE the problem, change the

boundary conditions for Load Group C to include the side wall lateral

constraint, and reanalyze the structure for the Load Group C loading

conditions including Loading 20. It was then necessary

to compute cable force F and trunion pin friction moment M for design

loads II and V using program XFTWO, and cable force F and trunion pin

friction moments Ma and Mb for design load VI using program XFONE. Then,

form design load combinations I to VII for element forces and reactions

using the loading combinations as summarized in Table 8 where the

combination factors are,

Design Load II: F = 17.257 K., M = 58.366 K-ft

Design Load V: F = 3.611 K., M = 58.903 K-ft

Design Load VI: F = 34.627 K., Ma = 59.927 K-ft, Mb = 56.803 K-ft

The input to XFTWO and XFONE used to compute these values of cable

forces and trunion pin friction moments is shown in Appendix H .

Seven additional combinations were formed, Dl to D7, for displacements

corresponding to design loads I to VII. The displacements are formed

by dividing the displacements from design loads I to VII by the stress

decrease and/or increase factors, since these factors are only applicable

to stresses and not displacements. Table 9 summarizes the appropriate

combinations.

Finally, STRUDL II was used to perform a design check on the member

elements of the existing Clarence Cannon Tainter Gate,
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TABLE 9

Displacement Combination Summary

Load
Combination Displacement Combination

D! (1)/1.2

D2 (11)/1.2

D3 (111)/(1.2 x 0.75)

D4 (IV)/(1.2 x 0.75)

D5 (V)/(l.2 x 0.75)

D6 (VI)/(l.2 x 0.6667)

D7 (VII)/(1.2 x 0.6667)
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4.3 Geometry, Topology, and Loading Computations

The structural model of the Clarence Cannon Tainter Gate used in

the initial STRUDL II solution is shown in Figs. 9, l0,and 11. All

joints, member elements, and triangular finite elements used to model

the skin plate, stiffening ribs, and supporting girders are shown in

Figs. 9 and 10. The member elements and joints used in the structure

which transfers the skin plate forces to the trunion pins is shown

in Fig. 11. The skin plate is modeled by a triangular flat plate

bending-and-stretching finite element, the PBS2 element, which exhibits

excellent bending and stretching behavior, and which is proprietary to

the McDonnell Automation Co.'s version of STRUDL II (9).

The geometry of the tainter gate under study is perfectly

symmetrical. The calculation of the joint coordinates and other

geometric characteristics is shown in Appendix A. The calculation

of the coordinates of the points of support of the cable to the skin

plate, and the points of tangency of the cable to the skin plate is

shown in Appendix B. Member element Beta angle and end eccentricity

calculations are shown in Appendix C. The calculation of independent

loading conditions is shown in Appendix D.

4.4 Step-by-Step Procedure Used in the Initial STRUDL II Analysis and

Design Problem Solution

In order to demonstrate the validity of the analysis procedure, an

initial STRUDL II solution was formulated and is described in this

Section. Based on this initial solution, a recommended STRUDL II

solution, which is more suitable in a design office environment, was
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formulated and is presented in Reference (1). The initial procedure

follows, while a listing of the actual STRUDL II commands is shown in

Appendix E. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the

language conventions and capabilities of STRUDL II (7).

Run 1: First STRUDL II run

i) The first run defines the complete structural geometry

(joint coordinates), topology (member and element incidences), member

and structural boundary conditions, material properties, member

eccentricities, beta angles, and member and element properties.

(ii) Specify special boundary conditions consistent with Load

Group A, the gate resting on the sill.

(iii) Describe Load Group A independent load conditions 1, 2, 3,

4, and 5.

(iv) Request STRUDL PLOT's on the line printer to check the entire

geometry and topology of the structure. An alternative checking

procedure is to use the McAuto FASTDRAW (10) interactive graphics

system. A description of the use of FASTDRAW to display, as well as

generate and modify, the geometry and topology of a structure is given

in Reference (1).

v) Issue a CHECK INPUT command which requests STRUDL to perform

a data consistency check prior to analysis.

(vi) Issue a SAVE command to save the current status of the problem

solution on the computer. This permitted the current state of the

problem solution to be reviewed offline before proceeding further.

SAVE 'GATE/CKl'

Note that the data value 'GATE/CK' is an arbitrary less-than-or-equal-to
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eight character file name, of the file which stores the state of the problem

at the time the SAVE is given, on the DDl data set which is a permanent

data set defined on a private CORPS 2314 disk pack (see Job Control

Language in Appendix F ).

Check results of first STRUDL run for input errors before proceeding.

Run : Restore the SAVE'd Run 1 file 'GATE/CKl' by,

STRUDL RESTORE 'GATE/CK'

It should be noted that this RESTORE is non-destructive. This means

that if the computer goes down during the run, or if an input error or

any other problem causes the problem solution to terminate prematurely,

the file associated with 'GATE/CKl' is not detroyed. The problem may

then be RESTORE'd again from the same file 'GATE/CKl'.

i) Perform a STIFFNESS ANALYSIS NJP 4 for the Load Group A case

(loads 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5), gate resting on sill. The number of joint

partitions (NJP) for analysis was specified as 4. This will increase

the efficiency of the equation solution part of the stiffness analysis

by partitioning the stiffness equations into 4 joints/partition.

(ii) Output member force, element stress, and reaction results.

(iii) Save the current state of the problem solution.

SAVE 'GATE/CK'

Review results of Run 2, especially the reactions to verify that all

boundary conditions for the gate on sill case are correct.
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Run 3: Restore SAVE'd Run 2 file 'GATE/CKl' by,

STRUDL RESTORE 'GATE/CKl'

Load Group A independent loads 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 and corresponding

boundary conditions were described in Run 1 and analyzed in Run 2.

This run describes and analyzes the Load Group B case for the gate

supported by two cables.

(i) In the STRUDL DELETIONS mode, delete the special boundary

conditions associated with Load Group A. This returns releaseu joints

on the sill and at the cable support joints to fully fixed SUPPORT joints.

Then, in the STRUDL ADDITIONS mode, completely release the joints on the

sill to make them free joints, and release the two cable support

joints ('Sl' and 'S10') in such a way as to retain a single translational

restraint in a direction which is tangent to the skin plate (See

Appendix B).

(ii) Describe new independent loading conditions 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,

11, and 12.

(iii) Activate loads 6 to 12 using the LOAD LIST command, leaving

loads 1 to 5 inactive. This has the effect that for any subsequent

analysis, only loads 6 to 12 will be analyzed for the current boundary

c" litions.

(iv) Perform a STIFFNESS ANALYSIS NJP 4 for the Load Group B case,

gate supported by two cables.

(v) Output results.

(vi) Save the current state of the problem solution.

SAVE 'GATE/CKl'
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Reveiw results of Run 3 analysis.

Run 4: Restore the SAVE'd Run 3 file 'GATE/CKl' by,

STRUDL RESTORE 'GATE/CK'

Load Groups A and B have been described and analyzed in Runs 1, 2,

and 3. This run describes and analyzes the Load Group C case for the gate

supported by one cable.

(i) In the STRUDL DELETIONS mode, delete the special boundary

conditions for one cable support joint ('SlO') returning the joint to

a fully supported joint. Then in the STRUDL ADDITIONS mode, completely

release this same joint 'SI0' to make it a free joint leaving the

structure supported by one cable at joint 'Sl'. Note that at this time,

the structure is assumed not to displace laterally a sufficient amount

to touch the side pier walls. Therefore, no lateral (Z-direction)

constraints are specified at this time.

(ii) Describe new independent loading conditions 13, 14, 15, 16,

17, and 18.

(iii) Activate loads 13 to 18 using the LOAD LIST command, leaving

loads 1 to 12 inactive for the next analysis.

(iv) Perform a STIFFNESS ANALYSIS NJP 4 for the Load Group C case,

gate supported by 1-cable.

(v) Output results.

(vi) Save the current state of the problem solution.

SAVE 'GATE/CKI'
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Review results of Run 4 analysis.

Run 5: Restore the SAVE'd Run 4 file 'GATE/CKl' by,

STRUDL RESTORE 'GATE/CK1'

Load Groups A, B, and C have been described and analyzed in Runs 1,

2, 3, and 4. This run will describe and analyze the Load Group D case for

the gate bound at the side seals.

i) In the STRUDL DELETIONS mode, delete the special boundary

conditions for the current one cable support joint ('Sl') to make it

fully supported, and also delete the boundary conditions for the joints

along both skin plate vertical side edges (joints 1-7, 'S3', 1001-1007,

'S30') to make them fully supported joints. In the STRUDL ADDITIONS

mode, completely release joint 'S1' to make it a free joint. Then, for

each joint along the skin plate side edges, release all displacement

restraints except for one translational restraint in a direction tangent

to the skin plate side edge to simulate the binding of the joint at the

side seal.

(ii) Describe a new Independent loading condition 19.

(iii) Activate load 19, leaving loads 1-18 inactive for the next

analysis.

(iv) Perform a STIFFNESS ANALYSIS NJP 4 for the Load Group D case,

gate bound at side seals.

(v) Output results

(vi) Save the current state of the problem solution.

SAVE 'GATE/CKl'
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Review results.

Now, investigate the Load Group C case, for 1-cable support, to

determine if lateral displacements of the gate are large enough to allow

the gate to touch the side pier walls. So, the current Load Group C

displacements need to be generated. Combination factors F, Ma, and I

must first be computed.

Run 6: Restore the SAVE'd Run 5 file 'GATE/CKI' by,

STRUDL RESTORE 'GATE/CKI'

i) Let load combination 103 be the results of the 1-cable structural

analysis due to loads W in Fig. 8. So form load combination 103 by

summing the analysis results for independent loads 13, 14, and 15

(103 = 13 + 14 + 15).

(ii) Output reactions at joint 'Sl' (cable support joint), and

joints 38 and 1038 (trunion pins) for loadings 103, 16, 17, and 18.

(iii) Output reactions at all previously defined support joints

for loads 103, 16, 17, and 18.

(iv) Save the current state of the problem solution.

SAVE 'GATE/CK1'

Review results. Verify that non-zero reactions exist only at joints 'Sl',

38, and 1038.

Using the reaction values at joints 'S1', 38, and 1038 for loads

103, 16, 17, and 18, compute F, Ma, and Mb for the 1-cable case using

FORTRAN program XFONE (Fig. 8, Table 7 and Appendix G ). The results were:

F = 35.21 K., Ma = 59.35 K-ft, Mb = 57.43 K-ft

---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --a
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Run 7: Restore the SAVE'd Run 6 file 'GATE/CKl' by,

STRUDL RESTORE 'GATE/CKl'

(i) Form design load combination VI for the case of no side wall

constraint (Table 8).

(ii) Form displacement combination D6 (Table 9).

(iii) Output reactions for load combination VI.

(iv) Output displacements along skin plate side edges for

displacement combination D6.

(v) Save the current state of the problem solution.

SAVE 'GATE/CKl'

Check results. Verify that the reaction at joint 'Sl' and moments at

joints 38 and 1038 formed in load combination VI equals F x 1.2 x 0.6667,

Ma x 1.2 x 0.6667, and Mb x 1.2 x 0.6667 respectively.

Now, check lateral Z-direction displacements along the skin plate

side edges (joints 1 to 7, 'S3', 1001 to 1007, and 'S30'). Several

of these exceed the 1/4 inch clearance between the edge of the skin

plate and the side pier walls. This indicates that for the 1-cable

case, the gate will first hit the side walls at the top on the no-cable

side (joint 1001), and at the bottom on the 1-cable side (joint 7).

Consequently, this 1-cable case must be reanalyzed to include the

side wall constraint at joints 1001 and 7, for the same loads as before,

but also including independent loading 20 (+0.25 inch Z-direction

displacement at joint 1001, and -0.25 inch Z-direction displacement

at joint 7).
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Run 8: Restore the SAVE'd Run 7 file 'GATE/CK' by,

STRUDL RESTORE 'GATE/CKl'

(i) Change the current boundary condition status of the 1-cable case

to include a lateral (Z-direction) support at the top edge of the gate

on the no-cable side (joint 1001), and at the bottom edge of the gate

on the 1-cable side (joint 7).

(ii) In the DELETIONS mode, delete all results associated with the

previous analysis for the 1-cable case (analysis results for loads 13,

14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 103, VI, and D6).

(iii) In the ADDITIONS mode, redefine independent loads 13, 14, 15,

16, 17, and 18.

(iv) Define, for the first time, independent load 20.

(v) Activate loads 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, and 20 using the LOAD

LIST command, leaving all other loads inactive.

(vi) Perform a STIFFNESS ANALYSIS NJP 4 for the Load Group C case,

gate supported by 1-cable with lateral side support.

(vii) Form load combination 103 again, but this time include load

20 (103 = 13 + 14 + 15 + 20).

(viii) Output reactions at joints 'Sl', 38, and 1038 for loads 103,

16, 17, and 18.

(ix) Output reactions for all previously designed SUPPORT joints for loads

103, 16, 17, and 18.

(x) Save the current state of the problem solution.

SAVE 'GATE/CK'

Check results. Verify that non-zero reactions exist only at joints 7,
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1001, 'SI', 38, and 1038.

Using reaction values at joints 'Sl', 38, and 1038 for loads 103,

16, 17, and 18, compute F, Ma, and Mb for the 1-cable case using the

FORTRAN program XFONE (Fig. 8, Table 7, and Appendix H ). The results

were:

F = 34.627 K., Ma = 59.927 K-ft, Mb = 56.805 K-ft

Run 9: Restore the SAVE'd Run 8 file 'GATE/CKI' by,

STRUDL RESTORE 'GATE/CKl'

(i) Reform design load combination VI for the case which includes

side wall constraints and load 20 (Table 8).

(ii) Reform displacement combination D6 (Table 9).

(iii) Output reactions for load combination VI.

(iv) Output displacements along skin plate side edges for load D6.

(v) Save the current state of the problem solution.

SAVE 'GATE/CK'

Check results. Verify that the reaction at joint 'SI' and moments at

joints 38 and 1038 found in load combination VI equals F x 1.2 x 0.6667,

Ma x 1.2 x 0.6667, and 1b x 1.2 x 0.6667 respectively.

Also, verify that the lateral (Z-direction) reactions at joints

7 and 1001 are pushing on gate rather than pulling.

Check that all lateral displacements along skin plate side edges

are less than or equal to the 1/4 inch clearance.

All checks were OK.
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Now, process results of all remaining unprocessed analysis results

(loads 1 to 12, and 19).

Run 10: Restore the SAVE'd Run 9 file 'GATE/CK' by,

STRUDL RESTORE 'GATE/CKl'

(i) Let load combination 101 be the results of the 2-cable

structural analysis due to loads W in Fig. 7, and associated with

design load II (Table 8). So, form load combination 101 by summing

the analysis results for independent loads 6, 7, and 10 (101 = 6 + 7 + 10).

(ii) Output reactions at joints 'Sl' and 'Sl0' (cable support points)

and joints 38 and 1038 (trunion pins), for loadings 101, 11, and 12.

(iii) Output reactions at all previously defined support joints

for loads 101, 11, and 12.

(iv) Let load combination 102 be the results of the 2-cable

structural analysis due to loads W in Fig. 7, and associated with design

load V (Table 8). So, forh id combination 102 by summing the

analysis results for independent loads 6, 8. 9, and 10 (102 = 6 + 8 +

9 + 10).

(v) Output reactions at joints 'S1', 'SO', 38, and 1038 for

loads 102, 11, and 12.

(vi) Output reactions at all previously defined support joints

for loads 102, 11, and 12.

(vii) Save the current state of the problem solution.

SAVE 'GATE/CKl'

- ------------
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Review results. Verify that non-zero reactions exist only at joints

'S1', 'S1O', 38, and 1038.

Using the reaction values at joints 'SI', 'Sl0', 38, and 1038 for

loads 101, 11 and 12, compute F and M for the 2-cable case (for use in

design loads II and VII) using the FORTRAN program XFTWO (Fig. 7,

Table 6, and Appendix H ). The results for use in forming design loads

II and VII were:

F = 17.257 K., M - 58.366 K-ft

Using the reaction valucs at joints 'SI', 'SlO', 38, and 1038 for

loads 102, 11, and 12, compute F and M for tMe 2-cable case (for use in

design load V) using the FORTRAN program XF1.WO (Fig. 7, Table 6, and

Appendix H ). The results for use in forming design load V were:

F = 3.611 K., H = 58.903 K-ft

Now, form the remaining design load and displacement combinations

(I to V, and VII, and Dl to D5, and D7).

Run 11: Restore the SAVE'd Run 10 file 'GATE/CK' by,

STRUDL RESTORE 'GATE/CKI'

(i) Firm design load combinations II and V (Table 8) using the

values of F and It computed following Run 10.

(ii) Form design load combination VII (Table 8) using load II

results and F computed following Run 10.

(iii) Form design load combinations I, III, and IV (Table 8).

(iv) Form displacements combinations Dl to D5, and D7 (Table 9).

(v) Output displacements for all joints for loads .Dl to D7.
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(vi) Output reactions at all support joints for design loads I to

VII.

(vii) Output all member end forces for design loads I to VII.

(viii) Output all finite element stresses for loads I to VII.

Reference (9) describes how to interpret these results.

(ix) Output all finite element principal stresses for loads I to

VII. Note that a special McAuto command was used, since the formal

STRUDL command was not available at the time of this writing.

(x) Save current state of problem solution.

SAVE 'GATE/CKl'

Review all results. Check equilibrium, displacements, etc. Verify that

trunion pin friction moments in the cable supported cases are properly

related to the trunioq pin translational reactions R , Ry, and R by
x y z

Eq. (27).

Now, STRUDL II was used to perform a 1969 AISC design check on the

W-shape member elements of the frame. The recommended procedure

described in Reference (1) shows how "angle" and "tee" shape members

can be checked in addition to W-shape members.

Run 12: Restore SAVE'd Run 11 file 'GATE/CK' by,

STRUDL RESTORE 'GATE/CK'

(i) In order to check members by the 1969 ALSC code, certain

design information is required, while other design information is

optional. This information, referred to as PARAMETERS, is described

L
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in References (7) and (9). PARAMETER values specified for this design

CHECK were:

(a) 'CODE' 'SP69' ALL, the 1969 AISC code was requested.

(b) 'TBLNAM' 'STEELW' ALL, table of section names taken

from the 1969 AISC code to be used to retrieve section properties.

(c) 'FYLD' 50.0 ALL, yield stress for all memebers.

(d) 'KY' 1.2 ALL, and 'KZ' 1.2 ALL, effective length

factors for all members about their local z and y principal axes.

Note that KY and KZ multiply the length of a member where the

eccentricity of a member end from the joint is accounted for in the

member's length.

(e) 'LZ' 347.293 103 TO 105, 1103 TO 1105, and

'LZ' 346.942 106 TO 111, 1106 TO 1111, the length of members named

to be multiplied by effective length factor KZ to obtain effective

length for buckling calculations. This was needed since each group

of three members, for example 103 to 105, hid no later.' support

for buckling about their local z-axis, but each had lateral support

at its ends for buckling about its local y-axis. The effective member

length used by STRUDL for each member's local y-a:is buckling

calculation was the product of KY and the distance between the joints

the member connected, but modified for any specified member eccentricities.

(ii) The 'TRACE' PARAMETER was specified as 4. This PARAMETER

is used to indicate the quantity of output information printed from

the CHECK or SELECT commands. The value 4 indicates that summary

information for the critical condition be printed for each member

CHECK'ed.
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(iii) A listing of all current design data was r, iested. This

shows all current values of PARAMETERS, CONSTRAINTS, etc. co be used

by the CHECK or SELECT commands.

(iv) Print all current member and finite element properties- for

reference purposes.

(v) Design or checking code specifications is costly on the

computer. It is important to request them to be performed only for

those loading conditions which are considered to be the design loading

conditions. In this case, only design load combinations I to VII

(Tables 1 and 8) need be considered. However, loads I to V and VII

lead to perfectly symmetrical structural behavior, while load VI

leads to unsymmetrical behavior. Therefore, only a symmetrical set

of W-shape members were CHECK'ed for loads I to V and VII, and all

W-shape members were checked for load VI. So,

(a) Activate loads I to V and VII by the LOAD LIST command.

(b) Request a code check on the symmetrical set of W-shape

members 10 to 39 and 103 to 119.

(c) Activate load VI by the LOAD LIST command.

(d) Request a code check on all W-shape members 10 to 39,

1010 to 1039, 103 to 119, and 1103 to 1119.

(vi) Save current state of problem solution.

SAVE 'GATE/CKl'

Review results.

All members passed the code check except members 103, 1103, 105,
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1105, 109, and 1109.

Members 103 and 1103 failed the code check for load V with a

design interaccion value of 1.35 for code formula 1.6-1a.

Members 105 and 1105 failed the code check for load IV with a

design interaction value of 1.34 for code formula 1.6-1a.

Members 109 and 1109 failed the code check for load II with a

design interaction value of 1.01 for code formula 1.6-1a. This 1%

overstress, however, is acceptable and these two members could be

considered as passing the code check.

It should be noted that the design checks for the struts, members

103 to 111, and 1103 to 1111 are not necessarily valid due to certain

conditions which STRUDL cannot account for. Section 5 discusses

this problem in more detail.

This ended the initial STRUDL II run which was used to formulate

a general purpose computer analysis and design approach to tainter

gate design problems. Although design was not explicitly considered

in the initial run, it was included in the recommended STRUDL formulation

described in the companion documenz, Reference (1).
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5. OBSERVATIONS ON THE INITIAL STRUDL II

MODEL AND SOLUTION PROCEDURE

This Section summarizes some observations, oversights, and

problems encountered in the initial STRUDL II model.

5.1 Verify Cable Force and Trunion Pin Friction Moment Effect

The reactions for design load combinations II, V, and VI (Table 8)

include the cable force and trunion pin friction moments which must

be consistent with the special superposition Eqs. (30) and (36). It

is of interest to verify that this is in fact true.

5.1.1 F and M Check for 2-Cable Load Combination II

Load Combination II is a symmetrical case, so only the reactions

at joints 'SI' and 38 need be checked. At joint 'SI' the reaction

components output by STRUDL are,

RX', = 11.382 K.

S) , = 17.297 K.

RZS 1 = 0.0

Since load II has a load factor 1.2 applied to it, the cable force

F C,, used to compare to FII computed by program XFTWO for this case,

is the resultant of RXSl' RSl' and RZSI all divided by 1.2. So,

/2 2 2F CI n I S ,S+ R -,Sl + RZS1 /1. 2

= V(11.382)2 + (17.297)2 + 02' /1.2

= 20.706/1.2

= 17.255 K.

The cable force computed by XFTWO for Load II, FII, following
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STRUDL Run 10 (Section 4.4) was,

F = 17.257 K.

Since FC=II = FI, the result is consistent.

Ar trunion pin joint 38, the translation reaction components

output by STRUDL are,

R,38 = 519.684 K.

RY,38 = -252.259 K.

RZ,38 = 106.629 K.

In addition, the moment about the global Z-axis, i.e. the trunion

pin friction moment, output is,

MZ,38 = 70.039 K-ft, Anti-clockwise

These results must also be divided by the load factor 1.2 before

comparing to the trunion pin friction moment M computed by program

XFTWO. So,

,II = RX,38 /1.2 = 433.070 K.

RyI = Ry, 3 8 /1.2 = -210.216 K.

RZII = R Z,38/1.2 = 88.858 K.

MPII = MZ,38/1.2 = 58.366 K-ft, Anti-clockwise

According to Eq. (30), the trunion pin friction moment, M, must

be related to RXII, RyII, and RZII by,

M = f ,I + RI 1  + gRzI

whino f = 0. 7854t r p , g = Vtr p, Pt = 0.3, r = 0.41667 ft.. So,

M = 0.098 167 (4 33 .070)2 + (-210.216)2 + 0.1250188.8581

= 47.257 + 11.107

= 58.364 K-ft, Anti-clockwise
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Since M = , = 58.364 K-ft, and also since XFTWO computed

M 58.366 k-ft following Run 10 (Section 4.4), then the result is

consistent.

5.1.2 F and M Check for 2-Cable Load Combination V

Load Combination V is also symmetrical, so only the reactions

at joints 'Sl' and 38 need be checked where the STRUDL reaction

components at joint 'S1' are,

RX SI 1.787 K.

RYSl = 2.716 K.

RZSI = 0.0 K.

The load factor applied to load V which must be divided out for

comparison purposes is 1.2 x 0.75. So,

FCV VR x, ! + 2 R /(1.2 x 0.75)

= 1.787)2 + (2.716)
2 + 02. /(1.2 x 0.75)

= 3.251/(1.2 x 0.75)

= 3.612 K.

The cable force computed by XFTWO for load V, FV , following

STRUDL Run 10 was,

FV = 3.611 K.

Since FCV = Fv, the result is consistent.

At trunion pin joint 38, the translation reaction components,

and global Z-axis moment (trunion pin friction moment), output by

STRUDL were,

RX,38 = 404.743 K.
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RY,38 = -161.973 K.

RZ,38 = 81.725 K.

MZ,38 = 53.012 K-ft, Anti-clockwise

These results must also be divided by the load factor 1.2 x 0.75. So,

RX,V = X,38/(1"2 x 0.75) = 449.714 K.

RY,V 
= RY,38/(M2 x 0.75) = -179.970 K.

RZ V = RZ,38K/(1.2 x 0.75) = 90.806 K.

MP,V = MZ,38 /(1.2 x 0.75) = 58902 K-ft, Anti-clockwise

But the trunion pin friction moment M must be,

M = 0.098167 V(449.714) 2 + (-179.970) 21+ 0.1250190.8061

= 47.551 + 11.351

= 58.902 K-ft, Anti-clockwise

Since M = MPV = 58.902, and also since XFTWO computed M = 58.903 K-ft

following Run 10, then the result is consistent.

5.1.3 F, M_ and .Check for I-Cable Load Combination VI

Load Combination VI with side wall constraints (Table 8) is

unsymmetrical, so the reactions at joints 'Sl', 38, and 1038 need to be

checked. At joint 'S1' the reaction components output by STRUDL are,

RXSl = 15.224 K.

RY,Sl = 23.135 K.

RZSI = 0.0 K.

The load factor applied to load VI is 1.2 x 0.6667. So,

22 2F CVi = RXSlI + ,Sl + RZ, S1 M(.2 x 0.6667)

= (15.224)2 + (23.135)2 + 02 /(1.2 x 0.6A67)

= 27.695/(1.2 x 0.6667)

= 34.617 K.
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The cable force computed by XFONE for load VI following Run 10 was,

FVI = 34.627 K.

Sin, FCVI = FVI, the result is consistent.

At trunion pin joints 38 and 1038, the translational reaction

components and global Z-axis roment (trunion pin friction moments) output

by STRUDL were,

R, 38 = 355.163 K. RX,1038 = 337.790 K.

RY,38 = -171.873 K. RY, 1038 = -164.483 K.

RZ,38 73.668 K. RZ,1038 = -68.493 K.

M Z,38= 47.942 K-ft, NZ,1038 = 45.444 K-ft,
Anti-clockwise Anti-clockwise

These results must also be divided by the load factor 1.2 x 0.6667.

So,

RX,VI,38 = RX,38/(1.
2 x 0.6667) = 443.932 K.

RYVI,38 = RY,38/(1.2 x 0.6667) = -214.831 K.

RZ,VI,38 = R Z,38/(1.2 x 0.6667) = 92.080 K.

Mp,VI,a = MZ,38 /(1.2 x 0.6667) = 59.925 K-ft Anti-clockwise

and,

RX,Vi,1038 RX,1038/(1.2 x 0.6667) = 422.216 K.

Y,VI,1038 
= RY,1038/(1.2 x 0.6667) = -205.593 K.

RZ,VI,1038 = R Z,1038/(1.2 x 0.6667) = -85.612 K.

P,VI,b = MZ,1 038/(1.2 x 0.6667) = 56.802 K-ft, Anti-clockwise

But the trunion pin friction moments Ma and b must be,

Ma = 0.0981671(443.932)2 + (-214.831)2' + 0.1250192.0801

= 48.414 + 11.510

= 59.924 K-ft, Anti-clockwise
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Mb = 0.098167 (422.216) 2 + (-205.593 )2' + 0.12501-85.6121

= 46.100 + 10.702

=56.802 K-f t, Anti-clockwise

Since M a =MP,VI,a = 59.924 K-ft, and Mb~ = MPVIb = 56.802 K-fc,

and also since XFONE computed M a=59.927 K-ft and N.0 = 56.805 K-ft

following Run 8, then the results are consistent.

5.2 Final Trunion Pin Reactions

As was noted in Eqs. (26) and (27), the trunion pin friction moment

is also associated with a resultant force, Py, acting in a direction

perpendicular to the resultant of the trunion pin reaction components

RX and Ry and is equal to,

where pt= 0.3 for the gate under consideration. So,

P,= 0.2 2 2

Now, using reactioq components R.X and R ywith the load factors

divided out, the value of P y, for load cases II, V, and VI are,

P,1 1I = * 21(433.070 )2 + (-210.216) 2

= 96.279 K.

= ." *2 1(449.714)2 + (-179.970)21

= 96.878 K.

p y',VI,38 = .2 1( 443.932) 2 + (..214.831) 2

= 98.636 K.

P y',VI,1038 .-2 V/(422.216)' + (..205.593)2

= 93.922 K.

So, Lhe final trunion pin reaction components consist of RX, Ry,
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RZ, M, and P, acting in a direction perpendicular to the resultant
reaction R =YR +RY

5.3 Dead Load Problems

At the conclusion of the initial STRUDL II problem solution,

following Run 12, two problems involving dead load were discovered.

The first problem was that the independent load which represented

the dead load in each load group, i.e. loads 1, 6, and 13, included

the effect of member dead weight applied as uniformly distributed loads

to the members, but neglected to inclide the dead weight of the skin

plate. Although this affects the final analysis results, it does not

affect the procedural approach which led to the recommended procedure

as described in the companion report, Reference (1). The skin plate

dead load is included in the description of the recommended procedure

in Reference (1).

The second problem is associated with the representation of member

dead loads as uniformly distributed loads applied to members. During

design or checking by the 1969 AISC specifications, the calculation of

the C factor in AISC Specification Section 1.6.1 is dependent onm

whether or not loads are applied to the member between its ends. However,

it is not the intent of AISC to include dead weight of members as an

applied member load which affects the calculation of C m . Since

STRUDL II cannot distinguish an applied member load as being a dead

weight, as opposed to some other kind of load, the computation of Cn

for the code checking in Run 12 was affected by the presence of the dead

weight applied as a uniform member load. This problem is avoided in
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the recommended procedure in Reference (1) by using the McAuto STRUDL (9)

DEAD LOAD command in loads 1, 6, and 13. This command computes the

member dead load based on the member's length (including the effect of

member eccentricity), area, and weight density given in the CONSTANTS

command, and automatically distributes this dead load to the joints

at the ends of the member as joint loads. In this way, the Cm factor

is computed properly and is not affected by the presence of dead load.

5.4 STRUDL II Design/Check Difficulty

In addition to the code design/check problem associated with dead

load application described in Section 5.3 and avoided in the recommended

procedure in Reference (1), another difficulty exists which cannot be

overcome in certain special situations. Consider the strut members

103 to 111, and 1103 to 1111 in Fig. 11. These members have lateral

bracing at their ends for buckling considerations about their local

Y-axes (minor axis), but no lateral support, except at the trunion pin

ends (joints 38 and 1038 in Fig. 11) of members 103, 106, 109, 1103,

1106, and 1109, and the skin plate ends of members 105, 108, 111,

1105, 1108, and 11]1 for buckling considerations about their local

Z-axes (major axis). For example, members 103, 105, and 106 must be

considered as three separate members when computing their minor axis

buckling characteristics, but must be considered av one long member

when computing their major axis buckling characteristics. Part of the

problem may be accounted for by specifying an unbraced buckling length

equal to the three member length (see 'LZ' parameter input in Run 12)

for local Z-axis buckling. However, the computation of C and Cb
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factors depend on the value of member end-moments. For the Z-axis

buckling, these moments should be at the ends of the three member length,

i.e. at the trunion pin end and skin plate end. However, STRUDL II

uses end moments at the real member ends, i.e. at the joints the

member connects. Therefore, the C and Cb factors are not computed

correctly for the strut members. Consequently, for these strut members,

STRUDL can only be used to generate a code design or check which is

approximate, but which must be verified using a more accurate hand

check that accounts for the multi-member length for buckling about the

local Z-axis.

Another problem with the struts is that there is a large gussett

plate at the trunion pin end of the strut members. Consequently,

checking or designing the strut members for moments and shears at the

trunion pin end is too conservative. Strut sections should not be

checked any closer to the trunion pin than at the edge of the gussett

plates. This will be included in the recommended procedure described

in Reference (1).

5.5 Member Shaves Checked in Initial STRUDL II Model

In the initial STRUDL II model, only the W-shape members were checked

against the 1969 AISC Specifications. It was discovered later that the

Tee and Angle shapes could also be checked by McAuto's STRUDL II (9).

Consequently, the recommended STRUDL II model presented in Reference (1)

includes checking and design for all three shapes (W, Angle, and Tee).

5.6 SAVE/RESTORE Commands

The listing of the initial STRUDL II model commands in Appendix E
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shows the use of a different SAVE file name for each run (i.e. 'GATE/CKI'

to 'GATE/CK9', and 'GATE/CKA' to 'GATE/CKC'). This was done for

maximum flexibility during the formulation of tainter gate analysis

and design procedures. For example, if it were decided, as occurred

several times, to abandon an approach being followed, an alternate

approach could be developed and the problem solution RESTORE'd from

a previously SAVE'd file where the current state of the problem solution

did not reflect any effect of the abandoned approach. This led to a

more efficient procedural formulation approach. The step-by-step

procedures, described in Section 4.4, only use a simple SAVE file name,

'GATE/CKl', for the convenience of explaining the initial STRUDL II

model, and also, since if actually used in the twelve runs described,

it would generate results which are identical to the results generated

by the commands listed in Appendix F

The recommended procedure described in Reference (1) uses only two simple

SAVE file names, 'GATE/CKl' and 'GATE/CK2'. This requires the least

amount of disk storage space. There is no danger of losing this SAVE'd

file if a run abnormally terminates during a RESTORE, since the SAVE/

RESTORE process is non-destructive. That is, if a RESTORE abnormally

terminates, the job can be rerun to RESTORE the same SAVE'd file as

before, since the SAVE'd file is never destroyed during a RESTORE

process.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This report has demonstrated that the analysis and design of a

tainter gate may be formulated in such a way that a general purpose

computer structural analysis and design program may be used, and

include the effect of cable supports, side seal friction, and trunion

pin friction moments, provided the program embodies certain special

characteristics. These include: (1) the ability to perform multiple

analyses in the same computer run; (2) the ability to change the data

base between the different analyses so that each analysis may be based

on different boundary conditions, and/or loading conditions, etc.;

(3) the ability to save on the computer, for any length of time, the

status of a problem solution at any point, display results for

engineering review, and subsequently continue the problem solution

with a modified data base; (4) the ability to combine analysis results

for different loading conditions used in the same analysis; (5) the

ability to combine analysis results for different loading conditions

used in several different analyses involving different boundary conditions;

(6) the ability to include in the model description such special

conditions as the eccentricity of the end of a member element from the

joint center it connects to, the location of the shear center of a

member element from its centroid, and others; and (7) the ability to

perform design of steel member elements according to AISC Specifications (6).

The only commercially available general purpose structural analysis

and design computer program that has all of these, and many more,

advanced capabilities is the STRUDL II subsystem (7) of the ICES system (8).
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The formulated analysis procedure for the tainter gate involves

a superposition of results from L variety of different load cases,

and even different boundary conditions. The linear combination factors

for the superpositions are computed by solving highly non-linear systems

of equations, as programmed in the supplied computer programs XFONE

and XFTWO (Appendix G).

The finite element model used for the skin plate is a highly

accurate representation of the skin plate stiffness effect on the

tainter gate behavior. Although the stresses computed in the coarse

mesh finite elements are not sufficiently accurate for design purposes,

they are uniformly very low for the skin plate thickness used, and

consequently, they justify a conclusion that the existing thickness is

adequate from a strength point of view. If a reduction in thickness

were desired, a more refined finite element grid size would be required,

or the current Corps skin plate design technique could be used. If a

more refined finite element analysis were desired, it is only necessary

to select the more highly stressed portions of the skin plate based on

the coarse grid analysis, break these regions up into finer mesh sizes,

and then apply the appropriate external loads to these regions, as

well as applying displacement boundary conditions using the displacement

values along Lhe region's boundary that were computed in the original

coarse mesh analysis.

Although the step-by-step STRUDL II solution procedure described

in this report is not entirely suitable in a design office environment,

its validity is conclusively demonstrated. A more suitable detailed
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procedure, which is highly cost-effective and which is the recommended

procedure, is described in Reference (1).

It is tiummended that the theoretical concepts presented in this

report, and the detailed step-by-step STRUDL II solution procedure

presented in the companion report, Reference (1), are used to perform

an accurate computer analysis and design of the frame portion of the

type of tainter gate studied in this report.
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APPENDIX
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APPENDIX A

Calculation of Joint Coordinate and
Other Characteristic Geometry

This Appendix contains calculations for the relative angular

positions of characteristic joints on the STRUDL structural model

shown in Fig. 9, and the computations of joint coordinates.
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APPENDIX B

Calculation of Cable Reaction Force F Direction and Support Points, and
Cable Points of Tangency to the Skin Plate

This Appendix contains the calculations for the direction of the

cable reaction force F at joints 'Sl' and 'SbO' in Fig. 9. This force

acts in a direction whose line of action is tangent to the skin plate

near the bottom of the skin plate. In addition, the calculation of

the location of the points of tangency of the cable to the skin plate

at the top and bottom of the skin plate are shown.
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APPENDIX C

Calculations for Member Beta Angles, Member Eccentricities, and
Member Prop ties

This Appendix contains the calculations of the STRUDL Beta angles

for those members which have non-zero Beta angles. Also, the calculation

of the non-zero eccentricities of member ends from Joint centers they

are incident upon are shown. Finally, member properties are summarized.

After joint coordinates and member incidences are specified, the

Beta angles are the final geometric parameters which exactly orient

the members in the structure with respect to the global reference frame.

Merb, r eccentricities are required since the ends of many members

are attached to joints at points which are not at the center of the

specified joint locations.

During the initial STRUDL II run, it was not realized that angle

and tee sections could be specified by section name. So, for this

initial STRUDL II run, member properties were computed and directly

input. However, in the recommended procedure described in Reference (1),

the section names were used instead of the individual properties.
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APPENDIX D

Calculation of Independent Loading Conditions

The calculation of the independent loading conditions, some of

which are contained in more than one Load Group, are shown in this

Appendix.
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APPENDIX E

Listing of Initial STRUDL II Problem Solution Commands

Section 4.4 describes the step-by-step procedures used in the

initial STRUDL II analysis and design problem solution. The listing of

the input to STRUDL corresponding to this step-by-step procedure consists

of twenty-nine pages. Since this input was only applicable during the

problem formulation phase as described in this report, and is not

considered cost-effective for use in a design office environment, and also

since a complete copy of the runs used are available at the Corps of

Engineers Waterways Experiment Station in Vicksburg, Mississippi, it was

not considered necessary to include such a large listing here.

However, a complete listing of the recommended ST'JDL II commands

for the analysis and design procedure which is suitable in a design

office environment, and which is directly based upon the problem

formulation presented in this report, is contained in the companion

report (Reference 1).
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APPENDIX F

Job Controi Language

The Job Control Language (JCL) used to run the STRUDL runs at

McDonnell Automation Co. are shown in this Appendix. It should be

noted that the size of the DDI data set on the private Corps pack

VOL=SER=GAITTF must be large enough to store all SAVE'd files. Also,

the DD4 data set must be large enough to store the STIFFNESS ANALYSIS

generated data, as well as all other input/output cata generated in

a problem run. Guidelines for the size of these data sets are given

in Reference (9).
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1. JCL for Run 1

//name JOB (S,accnt,'LZEGATE/WES'),'EMKIN USAE8',MSGLEVEL=(I,l),

// LIM=(60,300,100),REGION=300K

// EXEC STRUDL,PRI=300

//GO.DDI DD UNIT=-2314,DISP=(NEW,KEEP),DCB=(DSORG=DA,BLKSIZE=7288),

// VOL=SER=GAITTF,SPACE=(TRK,(800,100)),DSN=SAVE.CLARCANN.WES.LZEl

//GO.FTO5FOO1 DD *

QTITLE DEPTH 60

PAGE LINE 1

STRUDL '---'

FINISH

/*

where,

name any less-than-or-equal-to eight alphanumeric character string
beginning with an alpha character.

accnt= an assigned account number

GAITTF = name of the Corps of Engineers WES 2314 disk pack used for
this study.

SAVE.CLARCANN.WES.LZEI = name of the file on disk pack GAITTF into

which STRUDL SAVE files are placed.

Now, it should be noted that the values in the LIM, REGION, PRI, and

SPACE parameters depend on the problem being solved and may be highly

variable from problem to problem. Care should be taken when selecting these

since they will effect the total cost of a computer run. Reference (9)

should be consulted for guidelines.
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2. JCL for all subsequent Runs folloiwing Run 1

Same as above, except change:

REGION=500K

DISP= (OLD,KEEP)

on JCL cards 2 and 4 respectively.
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APPENDIX G

Descriptions and Listings of Programs
XFTWO and XFONE

This Appendix describes the input requirements for computing F, M,

M and Mb by FORTRAN programs XFTWO and XFONE. In addition, listings

of the compilations and output of programs XFTWO and XFONE are also

included. See Appendix H for the input to these two programs for the

initial STRUDL II run considered in this report.
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INPUT to FORTRAN Program XFTWO

Program XFTWO is used to compute values of F and M for the 2-cable

cases (Load Combinations II and V in the initial STRUDL II run

considered in this report). The following assumes the user is familiar

with standard FORTRAN FORMAT conventions.

Card 1: READ: MAX,TOL,XSTART

FORMAT(IlO,2FlO.3)

where,

MAX = maximum number of Newton-Raphson iteration cycles permitted
to compute F and M to satisfy tolerance TOL.

TOL = convergence tolerence of Newt3n-Raphson iteration (see
Table 6) for the 2-cable case.

XSTART = starting'value of M (or X) in the Newton-Raphson
iteration (see Table 6) for the 2-cable case.

Card 2: READ: F,G

FORMAT(2F10.3)

where,

F = friction factor f associated with resultant reaction

R = R' + R in Eq. (34) and Fig. 7.
x y

G = friction factor g associated with reaction component R
in Eq. (34) and Fig. 7. z

Card 3: READ: FIX,FlY,RXI,RYl,RZl

FORAT(5F15.3)

where,
FIX,FlY - average of the global X-direction and Y-direction
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reaction components respectively at cable support
joints 'SI' and 'SlO' for load combinations
associated with the W forces in Fig. 7 (load 101
or 102 in initial STRUDL run)

RXI,RYI,RZI = average of the global X, Y, and Z-direction reaction
components respectively, associated with the W load
case in Fig. 7, at trunion pin joints 38 and 1038.

Card 4: READ: F2X,F2Y,RX2,RY2,RZ2

FORMAT(SF15.3)

where,

F2X,F2Y = same as FIX,FIY, except for the load case associated
with the application of the 1,000 k. cable force in
Fig. 7 (load 11 in initial STRUDL II run) but
divided by the factor 1,000.

RX2,RY2,RZ2 = same as RXI,RYI, RZI, except for the 1,000 K. cable
force case in Fig. 7, but also divided by the factor
1,000.

Card 5: READ: F3X,F3Y,RX3,RY3,RZ3

FORPMAT(5F15.3)

where,

F3X,F3Y = same as F2X, F2Y, except for the load case associated
with the application of the 1,000 K-ft moment at the
trunion pins (load 12 in initial STRUDL II run), and
also divided by a factor of 1,000.

RX3,RY3,RZ3 = same as RX2, RY2, RZ2, except for the 1,000 K-ft
trunion pin moment case in Fig. 7, and also divided
by a factor of 1,000.
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INPUT to FORTRAN Program XFONE

Program XFONE is used to compute values of F, Ma, and Mb for the

1-cable case (Load Combination VI in the initial STRUDL II run

considered in this report). The following assumes the user is

familiar with standard FORTRAN FORMAT conventions.

Card 1: READ: MAX,TOL,X1O,X20

FORMAT(IlO,3FI0.3)

where,

MAX = same as for XFTWO, but for F, Ma, and .

TOL = same as for XFTWO, but for F, M and
a nd Mb

X10 = starting value of M (or X ) in the Newton-Raphson
iteration (see Table 7) foa the 1-cable case.

X20 = starting value of k (or X,) in the Newton-Raphson
iteration (see Tabl 7) for the 1-cable case.

Card 2: READ: F,G

FORMAT (2F10.3)

where,

F = friction factor f associated with resultant reaction

R R + in Eq. (36) and Fig. 8.

G = friction factor g associated with reaction component
R in Eq. (36) and Fig. 8.

Card 3: READ: RXIA,RY1A,RZ1A,RX1B,RYIB,RZ1B,F1X,F1Y

FORMAT(8F1O.3)
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where,

RX1A,RYIA,RZIA = global X, Y, and Z-direction reaction components
at trunion pin joint 38 for load combination
associated with W forces in Fig. 8 (load 103 in
initial STRUDL II run).

RX1B,RY1B,RZIB = same as RXlA, RYIA, RZIA, except at trunion pin
joint 1038.

FIX,FIY = global X and Y-direction reaction components at
cable support joint 'Sl' for W load case in Fig. 8.

Card 4: READ: RX2A,RY2A,RZ2A,RX2B,RY2B,RZ2B,F2X,F2Y

FORMAT (8FIO.3)

where,

RX2A,RY2A,RZ2A = global X, Y, and Z-direction reaction components at
trunion pin joint 38 for 1,000 K. cable force load
case in Fig. 8 (load 16 in initial STRUDL II run),
but divided by a factor of 1,000.

RX2B,RY2B,RZ2B = same as RX2A, RY2A, RZ2A, except at trunion pin
joint 1038.

F2X,F2Y = global X and Y-direction reaction components at
cable support joint 'Sl' for 1,000 K. cable force
load case in Fig. 8, but divided by a factor of 1,000.

Card 5: READ: RX3A,RY3A,RZ3A,RX3B,RY3B,RZ3B,F3X,F3Y

FORMAT(8F10.3)

where,

RX3A,RY3A,RZ3A = same as RX2A,RY2A,RZ2A, except for the 1,000 K-ft
trunion pin joint 38 moment load case in Fig. 8
(load case 17).

RX3B,RY3B,RZ3B = same as RX3A, RY3A, RZ3A, except at trunion pin
joint 1038.

F3X,F3Y = same as F2X,F2Y, except for the 1,000 K-ft monent
at joint 38 load case (load case 17).
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Card 6: READ: RX4A,RY4A,RZ4A,RX4B,RY4B,RZ4B,F4X,F4Y

FORMATO(810.3)

where,

RX4A,RY4A,RZ4A = same as RX3A,RY3A,RZ3A, except for the 1,000 K-ft
moment at joint 1038 load case (load case 18 in
initial STRUDL II run).

RX4B,RY4B,RZ4B = same as RX4A,RY4A,RZ4A, except reactions are at
trunion pin joint 1038.

F4X,F4Y =same as F2X,F2Y, except for the 1,000 K-ft moment
at joint 1038 load case (load case 18).

- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -
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Program XFTWO source and assembly listings
are available separately as provided by
Engineer Regulation ER 18-1-6 on request to:

Director

USAE Waterways Experiment Station
ATTN: WESKA
P. 0. Box 631
Vicksburg, Mississippi Z9180
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Program XFONE source and assembly listings
are available separately as provided by

Engineer Regulation ER 18-1-6 on request to:

Director
USAE Waterways Experiment Station
ATTN: WESKA
P. 0. Box 631
Vicksburg, Mississippi 39380
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APPENDIX 11

Input to XFTWO and XFONE to Compute Values
of F, M, M, and M. Shown in Table 8

This Appendix shows the data values input to FORTRAN programs

XFTWO and XFONE to compute values of F, M, Ma , and MD shown in Table

8. The definition of variable names used and FORMAT of data is

g.ven in Appendix G. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with

the FORTRAN FORMAT conventions.
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F and M for Use in Design Load Combination II
Using Program XFTWO

Reaction values for STRUDL II loading combinations 101,11, and 12

are used, except that the values from loads 11 and 12 are first divided

by 1,000. Also, since behavior is symmetrical, reaction values at joints

'Sl' and 'SIO', and joints 38 and 1038 respectively were averaged before

inputting them.

So, data cards to XFTWO:

Card 1: MAX,TOL,XSTART in (I10,2F10.3) FORMAT

data: 100, 0.01, 1.0

Card 2: F,G in (2FI0.3) FORMAT

data: 0.098167, 0.12500

Card 3: FIX,FlY,RXl,RY1,RZl in (5F15.3) FORMAT
(load 101)
data: 8.450312, 12.841577, 422.901856, -205.909798, 86.599009

Card 4: F2X,F2Y,RX2,RY2,RZ2 in (5F15.3) FORMAT
(load (11)/1000)
data: -.0000330304, -.0000501948, .649686768, -.158608231, .114150734

Card 5: F3X,F3Y,RX3,RY3,RZ3 in (5F15.3) FORMAT
(load (12)/1000)
data: .017734085, .026949722, -.017733353, -.026946755, .005022425

Result: F 17.2565 K., M 58.3656 K-ft
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F and M for Use in Design Load Combination V
Using Program XFTWO

Reaction values for STRUDL II loading combinations 102, 11, and 12

are used, except that the values from loads 11 and 12 are first divided

by 1,000. Also, since behavior is symmetrical, reaction values at joints

'SI' and 'S10, and joints 38 and 1038 respectively were averaged before

inputting them.

So, data cards to XFTWO:

Card 1: same as for Load II

Card 2: same as for Load II

Card 3: FlX,FIY,RXl,RYl,RZl in (5F15.3) FORMAT
(load 102)
data: .940500, 1.429240, 448.418091, -177.812538, 90.100395

Card 4: same as for Load II.

Card 5: same as for Load II

Result: F = 3.61141 K., M = 58.9026 K-ft
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F, if and for Use in Design Load Combination VI
Using Program XFONE

Reaction values for STRUDL II loading combinations 103, 16, 17, and

18 are used, except that the values from loads 16, 17, and 18 are

first divided by 1,000. Reaction values taken from joints 'S1',

38, and 1038. This case includes side support constraints.

So, data cards to XFONE:

Card 1: MAX,TOL,X1O,X20 in (II0,3F10.3) FORMAT

data: 100, 0.01, 1.0, 1.0

Card 2: F,G in (2F10.3) FORMAT

data: 0.098167, 0.12500

Card 3: RX1A,RYIA,RZIA,RXlB,RYlB,RZ1B,F1X,FlY
(load 103)

dala: 417.73486, -206.633791, 87.00398, 428.02856, -205.17385,
-86.165301, 16.9617, 25.77599

Card 4: RX2A,RY2A,RZ2A,RX2B,RY2B,RZ2B,F2X,F2Y
(load (16)/1000)

data: .809976, -.196806, .142097, -.160272, .038193, .028019,
-.0000721, -.0001096

Card 5: RX3A,RY3A,RZ3A,RX3B,RY3B,RZ3B,F3X,F3Y
(load (17)/1000)

data: -.017633, -.027652, .0051602, -.0001016, .000706, .0001489,
.017736, .026953

Card 6: RX4A,RY4A,RZ4A,RX4B,RY4B,RZ4B,F4X,F4Y
(load (18)/1000)

data: -.013588, .004651, -.002604, -.0041479, -.0315969, -.007584,
.0177388, .0269568

Result: F 34.6273 K.

M = 59.9272 K-ft

5-a 6

= 5.848 Kft


